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a b s t r a c t
Intraspeciﬁc crop diversiﬁcation is thought to be a possible solution to the disease susceptibility of monocultured crops. We modelled the stratiﬁed dispersal of an airborne pathogen population in order to
identify the spatial patterns of cultivar mixtures that could slow epidemic spread driven by dual dispersal mechanisms acting over both short and long distances. We developed a model to simulate the
propagation of a fungal disease in a 2D ﬁeld, including a reaction-diffusion model for short-distance disease dispersal, and a stochastic model for long-distance dispersal. The model was ﬁtted to data for the
spatio-temporal spread of faba bean rust (caused by Uromyces viciae-fabae) through a discontinuous ﬁeld.
The model was used to compare the effectiveness of eight different planting patterns of cultivar mixtures
against a disease spread by short-distance and stratiﬁed dispersal. Our combined modelling approach
provides a reasonably good ﬁt with the observed data for the spread of faba bean rust. Similar predictive
power could be expected for the management of resource-mediated invasions by other airborne fungi. If
a disease spreads by short-distance dispersal, random mixtures can be used to slow the epidemic spread,
since their spatial irregularity creates a natural barrier to the progression of a smooth epidemic wave.
In the context of stratiﬁed dispersal, heterogeneous patterns should be used that include a minimum
distance between susceptible units, which decreases the probability of infection by long-distance spore
dispersal. We provide a simple framework for modelling the stratiﬁed dispersal of disease in a diversiﬁed crop. The model suggests that the spatial arrangement of components in cultivar mixtures has to
accord with the dispersal characteristics of the pathogen in order to increase the efﬁciency of diversiﬁcation strategies in agro-ecosystems and forestry. It can be applied in low input agriculture to manage
pathogen invasion by intercropping and cultivar mixtures, and to design sustainable systems of land use.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Protecting crops against fungal diseases currently relies mainly
on the use of fungicides and resistant varieties. There is an increasing demand for a drastic reduction in the use of fungicides (Aubertot
et al., 2005), which are expensive, unfriendly towards the environment and people, and are increasingly becoming less effective
against pathogens. Similarly, the incautious planting of monocul-
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tures of resistant varieties on large acreages has led to the selection
of virulent pathogens that are able to overcome plant resistance;
there are many examples of resistance breakdown of this type
in a wide range of crops (Bayles et al., 2000; Rouxel et al., 2003;
Guérin and Le Cam, 2004; Van Den Bosch and Gilligan, 2003), the
most recent important event of this kind being the appearance and
spread of strain Ug99 of wheat stem rust, which threatens wheat
production in Asia and, possibly, worldwide (Singh et al., 2006; Jin
et al., 2008).
Re-diversiﬁcation of crops to limit the yield losses caused by
pathogens and to increase the durability of varietal resistance has
been advocated for decades, as reviewed by Finckh and Wolfe
(2006). Theoretical and experimental studies have demonstrated
the effectiveness of intercropping (Bouws and Finckh, 2008), and
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of using mixtures of susceptible and resistant varieties in disease
management (Xu and Ridout, 2000; Mundt, 2002; Skelsey et al.,
2005). It has been shown that cultivar mixtures can be more profitable than pure stands of the constituent cultivars (Manthey and
Fehrmann, 1993). Varietal mixtures limit the spread of disease by
lowering the density of susceptible plants, thus increasing the distance between them; the effectiveness of mixtures in terms of
disease control is therefore determined to a considerable extent by
the spatial arrangement of the components of the mixture (Xu and
Ridout, 2000; Didelot et al., 2007; Sapoukhina et al., 2009). However, most experimental studies and simulation models have only
considered the short-distance dispersal of the pathogen within a
plot, whereas airborne fungi can also spread discontinuously over
very large distances. The relevant spatial scale for evaluating varietal mixtures should consist of at least an array of plots. However,
it is quite difﬁcult to carry out experiments in such a ﬁeld system
(however, see Zhu et al., 2000; Soubeyrand et al., 2007), and so
preliminary simulations are called for in order to address the main
questions raised by the deployment of varietal mixtures before
carrying out ﬁeld trials.
A ﬁrst step towards understanding the effect of varietal mixtures
on disease epidemics is to investigate the spatial properties of the
mechanisms governing pathogen population dispersal, in order to
highlight the factors that can either accelerate the spread of disease
or slow it down. Recent studies of biological invasions have shown
that the expansion of a species is driven by two main modes of
dispersal: neighborhood diffusion, in which individuals immigrate
to areas adjacent to the parent colony, resulting in a focal dispersal; and long-distance dispersal, when offspring colonies develop
at some distance from the parent colony due to stochastic, longdistance jumping by individuals. These two modes of dispersal
very often occur side-by-side within a species, thus stratifying the
dispersal process. Hengeveld (1989) coined the term of “stratiﬁed
diffusion” to describe the pattern that emerged from ﬁeld observations and theoretical studies of the combination of short- and
long-distance dispersal processes in biological invasions.
Invasion processes have usually been modelled using adapted
diffusion and reaction-diffusion models (Andow et al., 1990;
Murray, 1993; Hengeveld, 1994; Shigesada and Kawasaki, 1997;
Okubo and Levin, 2002). Although diffusion models are good
descriptors of the massive invasion of a homogeneous landscape,
resulting from short-range, random movements (Skellam, 1951),
they are less suitable for describing less frequent movements over
longer distances. One of the main shortcomings of diffusion models is that they assume the continuous spread of a disease focus
expanding at constant rate. Only a few of the many methods
that have been proposed for modelling long-distance dispersal
(reviewed by Nathan et al., 2003) are really appropriate for studying stratiﬁed dispersal (Shigesada et al., 1995; Sharov and Liebhold,
1998; Higgins and Richardson, 1999). Existing phenomenological
models of stratiﬁed dispersal cannot be applied to crop protection, since they do not explicitly consider the spatial characteristics
of the landscapes invaded. In particular, we know little about the
consequences of the spatial patterning of plant varieties for the
management of disease with diffusive and stratiﬁed dispersal.
The goal of the present study was to identify the spatial patterns
of cultivar mixtures that can be used to slow epidemic spread driven
by dual dispersal mechanisms acting over both short and long distances. This enables us to ask whether these spatial arrangements
of varieties can be used to control plant diseases characterised by
a short-distance and stratiﬁed dispersal, or whether spatial diversiﬁcation strategy has to be tailored to the dispersal mode of the
disease.
First, we designed a model of the spread of an airborne fungal
disease that explicitly included a dual (i.e., short- and longdistance) dispersal process. The simulation model consisted of a

reaction-diffusion submodel of the dynamics of susceptibles, infectives and spores, which produces continuous, local disease spread,
coupled with a stochastic algorithm that mimics long-distance
spore dispersal. We also explicitly modelled the dual dispersal process focusing on the spatial factors that affect the rate of disease
spread. We checked and validated the model’s predictions versus
a case study providing extensive ﬁeld data on the spread of a typical airborne fungal disease, faba bean rust (caused by Uromyces
viciae-fabae) over a heterogeneous ﬁeld (Sache and Zadoks, 1996).
Second, we used the parameter values obtained to perform numerical simulations to assess the effect of patterning varietal mixtures
on the spread of disease by stratiﬁed dispersal. Finally, we discuss
the role of spatial structuring in crop diversiﬁcation strategies.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Model of short-distance dispersal
In this section we present a model of the focal expansion of a
fungal disease propagated by airborne spores in a two-dimensional
environment D = [0, Lx ] × [0, Ly ] (m2 ). The spatial scale of the environment, D, depends on the pattern of disease dispersal being
studied. We assume that continuous disease propagation results
from the contact between susceptible leaf tissue S(x,t) (leaf area,
m2 , per surface, m2 ) and deposited spores P(x,t) (mg m−2 ), followed
by the appearance of infected tissue, i.e., lesions, I(x,t) (lesions m−2 ).
These lesions then produce spores that are dispersed randomly to
localities in the immediate neighborhood. We consider the dynamics of interacting populations during a cropping season, from spring
till harvest, and time t is measured in days (d). Assuming that the
rate of epidemic spread is much higher than the rate of crop growth
(Soubeyrand et al., 2007), our model ignores the latter. We use a
reaction-diffusion model to describe the focal pattern of disease
development and its spatial spread:
∂S
= −aPS,
∂t
∂I
= ePS − mI,
∂t
∂P
= εI − P + ı P,
∂t

(1)

where the contact coefﬁcient, a, represents the area that can be
covered by a unit of spore biomass in a unit of time. Parameter e is
a measure of the efﬁciency of disease transmission from infected
leaf tissue to susceptible plants. Parameter ε is the spore density
produced by a unit of infected biomass per unit of time. Infected
tissue has a mortality rate of m. We assume that at each moment of
time P spores escape local deposition. The rate of focal spread is
represented by the diffusion coefﬁcient, ı. The deﬁnitions and units
of the parameters are presented in Table 1. We assume that the
system in Eq. (1) is an open system, i.e., it has a passive boundary.
2.2. Stochastic algorithm for long-distance dispersal
Model Eq. (1), describing epidemic propagation from an inoculum source to neighboring localities, is coupled with a stochastic
algorithm simulating long-distance spore dispersal. Before describing the algorithm, let us consider how diffusive model Eq. (1) works.
To solve the PDE system, we approximated it to an ODE system
using a ﬁnite differences method. As a result, the two-dimensional
ﬁeld, D, becomes a grid consisting of n × k units x × y in size,
where x = Lx /n and y = Ly /k. The ODE system obtained, consisting
of n × k equations with an initial condition (S0 , I0 , P0 ), is then integrated numerically by the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method with
an adaptive time step, t (Press et al., 1992). At each time step t
(d) at each grid point (ix, jy), i = 1. . .n, j = 1. . .k, we get a system
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Table 1
Deﬁnition and values of the parameters used to model faba bean rust dynamics, and results of the sensitivity analysis. Estimated values are reported with standard errors
between brackets. The elasticity, E, of predicted disease severity to model parameters. Parameters varied ± 5%.
Parameter

Deﬁnition (units)

Measured value

S0 (x, 0)
I0 (x, 0)
x
y
Lx
Ly
a

e
ı
m

P0 (x, 0)


Initial density of susceptible leaf area
Initial lesion density (lesions m−2 )
Sideways distance between two ﬁeld points (m)
Lengthways distance between two ﬁeld points (m)
Field width (m)
Field length (m)
Contact rate (m2 mg−1 d−1 )
Spore production rate (mg lesion−1 d−1 )
Infection efﬁciency (lesions mg−1 d−1 )
Diffusion coefﬁcient (m2 d−1 )
Mortality rate of infectives (d−1 )
Spore removal rate (d−1 )
Spore density of the initial inoculum (mg m−2 )
Long-distance dispersal rate (d−1 )

1
0
0.3
0.3
51.9
79.8
0.17
0.011
3.74
0.07

solution, and hence the densities of susceptibles S(x,t), infectives
I(x,t) and spores P(x,t) over the two-dimensional ﬁeld D, x∈D. This
results in dynamic redistribution of the population densities in a
2D area from an initial local inoculum of P0 (mg m−2 ) spores. If we
inoculate several space units we will observe foci regularly expanding from each of them. This means that we can simulate infrequent
LDD events by incorporating an algorithm governing spore deposition into random space units, X and Y, into the process of numerical
solution. We assume the emergence of the secondary foci to be a
branching process: at each
time step, t, any focus, i, can produce

ϕi = ˚(t), ˚ ∈ N. The number of foci

ϕi (t) secondary foci and

i

produced in t increases exponentially with time, and is limited
only by the availability of susceptible hosts and spores. Thus, the
distribution of random spatial coordinates of the secondary foci X
and Y can be approximated by a uniform distribution law. Indeed,
at a certain level of the density of foci in space, D, the probability
that any given spatial point (ix, jy) will be infected becomes
almost identical. To model the spread of disease by long-distance
dispersal, we repeat steps 1–4 at each time step, t:
1. Calculation of the quantity of spores available for long-distance
dispersal. This quantity (mg d−1 ), is assumed
 to be proportional
to the total spore biomass over the ﬁeld,  D P(x, t)dx. Here, 
(d−1 ) is the rate of long-distance dispersal.
2. We assume that inoculating with P0 spores (mg m−2 ) is enough
to infect a susceptible unit measuring x × y, and lead to
subsequent epidemic spread to neighboring localities. Thus, by
dividing  D P(x, t)dx (mg d−1 ) by P0 x y (mg) we can estimate how many units can potentially
be infected.
This gives
 us


the deposition rate ˚(t) = (/(P0 x y)) D P (x, t) dx (d−1 )
that regulates the frequency of spore deposition by LDD (here,
square brackets [. . .] mean rounded to the next integer).
3. We derive ˚(t) random coordinates ix and iy, i = 1. . .˚(t),
from the uniform distribution law in the intervals (0, n) and (0,
k), respectively.
4. In each unit of this random sample, P0 spores are deposited and
model Eq. (1) initiates disease growth and its spread to neighboring units. If a given spatial unit does not contain any susceptible
host tissue, the spores deposited there are lost. For a recurring
spatial unit in the random sample, the epidemic focus is produced from a high concentration inoculum.
To summarize, long-distance dispersal is driven by two parameters: the rate  (d−1 ), which determines the spore biomass available
for long-distance dispersal, and the spore density for a primary
inoculum, P0 (mg m−2 ). This latter parameter is derived from diffusion model Eq. (1), and so only  has to be estimated for the LDD

Estimated value

Elasticity, E
±2.83

8.4E−10 (4.0E−12)
1.74E−6 (5.9E−8)
0.04 (0.9E−3)
0.24 (3.3E−3)

±0.3
±2.77
±2.86
±0.13
±0.05
±2.14
±0.27
±0.06

algorithm. The resulting model was implemented in Borland Delphi
V4.5. The code is available upon request.
2.3. Case study: the spread of faba bean rust
The spatio-temporal spread of an epidemic of faba bean rust was
monitored over a heterogeneous ﬁeld, and has been described elsewhere (Sache and Zadoks, 1996). We therefore omit some aspects,
and concentrate on the factors that were used to test our modelling
approach.
In a maize ﬁeld (D = 80 m × 50 m), plots were sown with a faba
bean variety that is highly susceptible to rust. The ‘source plot’
consisted of 13 × 13 units (each unit containing 2–7 stems produced from 3 seeds), planted at a center-to-center distance of 0.3 m.
Thirty-three ‘trap plots’ were established following a regular pattern (Fig. 1). Five rows of trap plots were established 10 m, 20 m,
30 m, 35 m and 40 m downwind of the source plot, respectively.
Three trap plots were established 10-m upwind from the source
plot. The distance between plots within rows was 10 m. Each trap
plot consisted of 3 × 3 units, planted at a center-to-center distance
of 0.3 m. The central unit of the source plot was inoculated 69 days
after planting. The experiment was devised in such a way that
this inoculum was the only source of disease. Disease severity was
assessed up to 59 days after inoculation. The sporulating lesions
were counted on each leaf, and 40 sporulating lesions per leaf were
considered to be equal to 1% severity. The mean severity was evaluated for each unit by averaging the severity values recorded for
all the leaves in the unit.
Examining epidemic spread over a whole ﬁeld, Sache and Zadoks
(1996) concluded that the observed pattern of disease progression was explained by a dual dispersal mechanism: short-distance
dispersal within the source plot, and a long-distance, stochastic,
plot-to-plot dispersal over the entire discontinuous ﬁeld. We reanalyzed these ﬁeld data to highlight the main characteristics of
short-distance dispersal and long-distance dispersal, and to parameterize the model.
2.4. Parameter estimation
We parameterized the model using epidemiological data for
faba bean rust (Uromyces viciae-fabae). Most of these parameter
values were derived from the results of controlled-condition experiments performed with faba bean rust (Sache and Zadoks, 1995).
2.4.1. Contact rate (a)
The inoculation of 1 mg of spores resulted in a deposited spore
density of 100 spores cm−2 or 106 spores m−2 (Sache and Zadoks,
1995). Since 1 mg of freshly collected spores yields about 170,000
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Fig. 1. Layout of the experiment used as a case study. The big square represents the source plot; the smaller squares represent the trap plots. Distances are given in m, and
plot representation is not scaled. The entries below the plots indicate the times when rust was ﬁrst detected in the plot (28 days: plots in a circle; 31 days: plots in a triangle;
35 days: plots in a square).

uredospores (Sache and Zadoks, 1995), the deposited spore density transforms to 102 /17 mg m−2 . It results in a contact rate of
a = 0.17 m2 mg−1 day−1 .
2.4.2. Rate of spore production (ε)
The total spore production per lesion was about
(9.3 ± 2.5) × 104 spores lesion−1 , obtained over a period of 50
days following a latency period of 8–10 days (Sache and Zadoks,
1995). A spore production of 9.3 × 104 spores lesion−1 over 50
days gives a rate of ε = 1860 spore lesion−1 d−1 or, in milligrams,
ε = 0.011 mg lesion−1 d−1 .
2.4.3. Infection efﬁciency (e)
In empirical studies, the infection efﬁciency is measured
as the ratio of the number of sporulating lesions per cm−2
to the number of spores deposited per cm−2 . For faba bean
rust, infection efﬁciency was evaluated as 0.11 lesion per 100
deposited spores per cm−2 (Sache and Zadoks, 1995). Converting to mg of spores and for a period of 50 days, we obtain
e = 0.0011 × 17 × 104 /50 = 3.74 lesions mg−1 d−1 .

ease severity is calculated as the percentage of the total number of
lesions over the plot
 to the total initial density of susceptibles, y(ti ,
) = 100 % (a/e/S0 ) D I(x, ti )dx. The maximum likelihood estimate
of the model parameters is obtained by minimizing the merit func

N
tion as follows: F() =
(y − y(ti , ))2 , N ∈ N1 , N2 , deﬁned
i=1 i
as the sum of squared residuals between the experimental data,
and the corresponding model output. The parameters of the model
are then adjusted to minimize the merit function, yielding the bestﬁt parameters. To minimize the merit function over M parameters,
we used the simplex-simulated annealing approach (SSA) for the
global optimization, which combines the downhill simplex and
simulated annealing algorithms (Press et al., 1992). To assess the
accuracy of the evaluated values of the parameters we used residual bootstrapping (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993). To assess the ﬁt of
the SDD model and the LDD algorithm we calculated the coefﬁcient
N
N
of determination as R2 =
(y(ti , ) − ȳ)2 / i=1 (yi − ȳ)2 , where
i=1

2.4.4. Diffusion coefﬁcient (ı)
We estimate the diffusion coefﬁcient using ı = MS (t)/4t, where
MS (t) is the mean square displacement of organisms, and t is the
number of time units since their release (Andow et al., 1990). Knowing that within 11 days the disease had spread from the central
infected unit to the boundary of the source plot, an area of 3.24 m2
(Sache and Zadoks, 1996), we obtain ı = 0.07 m2 d−1 .
2.4.5. Model ﬁtting
We therefore ﬁxed the values of four signiﬁcant parameters,
a, ε, e, ı (Table 1) and assessed the values of mortalities, m, ,
of the density of initial spore deposition, P0 , and the LDD rate, ,
by ﬁtting. We ﬁtted model Eq. (1) with M = 3 adjustable parameters  = (m, , P0 ) to N1 observations of the mean disease severity
of the homogeneous source plot, (ti , yi ), i = 1, . . ., N1 (Fig. 2a), and
a parameter of LDD algorithm,  = , M = 1, to N2 observations of
the mean severity in 33 trap plots (Fig. 2b). Data measurement
errors are assumed to be independent and normally distributed
with constant standard deviation. At a given time, ti , the model dis-

Fig. 2. Observed (circles) and predicted (curves) spread of faba bean rust under ﬁeld
conditions (Fig. 1). (a) Temporal dynamics of mean disease severity in the source
plot. (b) Temporal dynamics of mean disease severity in 33 trap plots. Parameter
values are presented in Table 1.
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ȳ denotes the mean of the observations and N ∈ N1 , N2 . R2 estimates the proportion of the observed variability that is explained
by the model. The higher the R2 value, the better the ﬁt of the model,
with R2 = 1 denoting a perfect ﬁt.
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{pt1, pt 1, . . ., pt4, pt 4}, we performed Monte Carlo simulations
running 1000 replications of the model in order to estimate the
mean spread deceleration Dpt and its conﬁdence interval.
3. Results

2.4.6. Sensitivity analysis
The purpose of the analysis was to test how model predictions respond to perturbations of the model parameters, and thus
to identify the most critical parameters. Since a global sensitivity analysis was beyond the scope of our study, we conﬁned the
sensitivity analysis to the case of a discontinuous ﬁeld (Fig. 1).
The area under the disease progress curve (AUDPC) (Shaner and
Finney, 1977) calculated over a 60-day period following inoculation was chosen as a state variable for the analysis. AUDPC is a
summary variable of disease progress: a high AUDPC is indicative
of rapid disease progress. Simulations for the ﬁtted parameter values (Table 1) serve as the baseline model. A variety of parameters:
epidemiological parameters (contact rate, rate of spore production,
infection efﬁciency, mortality rate of infectives, removal rate of
spores), dispersal parameters (diffusion coefﬁcient, long-distance
dispersal rate) and the initial state (density of the pathogen spore
inoculum, susceptible leaf area), varied by ±5% of their values in
the baseline model. The proportional sensitivity (elasticity), E, of
the state variable, AUDPC, was calculated as
E=

b

AUDPCb

∂AUDPC
,
∂

(2)

where b and AUDPCb are the values from the baseline simulation, and ∂AUDPC/∂ is linearly approximated using the results
from the perturbation runs. The elasticity quantiﬁes the relative
contribution of to the area under the disease progress curve.
2.5. Numerical simulations
We performed numerical simulations using estimated parameter values to assess different spatial patterns of a crop as a means of
controlling disease propagation driven by stratiﬁed dispersal. We
designed a simulation ﬁeld of 51.9 m × 79.8 m corresponding to the
real ﬁeld presented in Fig. 1. According to the applied numerical
method for solving system Eq. (1), the ﬁeld contains 46 458 discrete
cells of x × y = 0.3 m × 0.3 m size. We represented different crop
patterns by ﬁlling the cells with 1 or 0, where 1 corresponds to the
susceptible host, and 0 to the resistant host.
Since random distribution and alternating rows are the most
popular patterns in diversiﬁcation strategies (Mundt, 2002), we
tested the following patterns: random mixture, narrow and frequent rows, wide and distant rows (Table 2). We also considered
remote blocks (Table 2) as an alternative pattern to random irregularity and to row continuity. Such remote blocks can arise when
distinct ﬁelds are distributed at the landscape scale. To examine the
effect of the level of irregularity of the pattern on its efﬁciency, we
designed 1:1 and 1:3 mixtures for each pattern. In 1:3 mixtures,
the resistant surface was extended to three-quarters of the total
host area. To create 1:3 regular patterns, {pt 2, pt 3, pt 4}, we kept
the metrics of susceptible rows/blocks with the corresponding 1:1
patterns and increased the distance between them. Inoculating a
randomly selected susceptible cell with P0 × x × y spores (mg),
we simulated the onset of an epidemic from an external source.
We compared the efﬁciency of the patterns by estimating the mean
80% , and a relative spread
time for disease severity to reach 80%, Tpt
80% /T 80% − 1 × 100, pt∈ {pt1,
deceleration of disease Dpt (%) = Tpt
pt0
pt 1, . . ., pt4, pt 4}, measuring the impact of the geometry of spatial
arrangement of susceptible and resistant varieties on the pathogen
spread rate compared to the purely homogenous susceptible pattern, pt0. In the case of stratiﬁed dispersal, for each pattern, pt∈

3.1. Invasion reconstruction
To analyze the pattern of epidemic propagation through the
ﬁeld, we considered the dynamics of disease severity. We assessed
N1 = 11 and N2 = 7 nonzero data points for the mean disease severity
in the source (Fig. 2a) and trap (Fig. 2b) plots, respectively. Analysis of time-series data showed that in the source plot measuring
15.21 m2 , disease spread mainly followed a focal pattern; there
were no major foci located far from the epidemic front. The disease
developed extremely fast, so that all units had been infected by day
31. The radial velocity of expansion was calculated as c = 0.09 m d−1
(Sache and Zadoks, 1996). The data points obtained (Fig. 2a and b),
coupled with the estimation of the spread velocity, were used to
calibrate model Eq. (1), which describes short-distance dispersal.
Analysis of the epidemic propagation in the trap plots showed
that the ﬁrst rust lesions were detected on day 28 in four plots
located in the rows nearest to the source plot (10–20 m from it),
while another lesion was detected in the fourth row, 35 m away
(Fig. 1). At this time, the mean disease severity in the source plot
was 2.5%, that is 0.11 lesions cm−2 . This means that even a low disease density was able to produce enough spores for long-distance
dispersal to occur. A week later, on day 35, another seven infected
units were detected in different plots. The most distant infected
plot was located in the last row, 57 m from the center, quite some
distance from the other infected plots. The observation on day 44
showed that only seven plots remained uninfected, and these were
located in the last three rows. All plots had been infected by day 52.
Fig. 2b summarizes disease progress in all the trap plots, which were
further used to parameterize the long-distance dispersal algorithm.
3.2. Model ﬁtting
Smooth lines in Fig. 2 depict the ﬁt between model Eq. (1) and
the experimental data of rust spread over the source plot and trap
plots. The data quite closely ﬁt the smooth curves generated by
the model, and the values obtained for the merit function are sufﬁciently small: F(m, , P0 ) = 13.1 (Fig. 2a), F() = 0.16 (Fig. 2b). This is
a qualitative indicator of the goodness of ﬁt of the model. When we
quantitatively tested the goodness of ﬁt for the SDD model (d.f. = 7)
and LDD algorithm (d.f. = 5), we did not reject the null hypotheses that the data are derived from SDD model Eq. (1) and the LDD
stochastic algorithm (SDD: R2 = 0.98; LDD: R2 = 1). The bootstrap
estimates of the errors in an estimated parameter set are given in
Table 1.
Table 1 shows that, overall, the model dynamics are sensitive
to changes in infection efﬁciency, e, the initial density of the susceptible leaf area, S0 , the rate of spore production, ε, and the spore
removal rate, . The impact of the variation of the contact rate,
a, and the initial spore density, P0 , on the system dynamics was
very low and negligible. Model Eq. (1) is relatively insensitive to
the diffusion coefﬁcient, ı, the LDD rate, , and the mortality rate
of infectives, m.
3.3. Effect of crop heterogeneity on stratiﬁed pathogen spread
To compare the efﬁciency of the patterns (Table 2), we estimated
80% (d), and the
the mean time for the disease severity to reach 80%, Tpt
relative spread deceleration, Dpt (%), pt∈ {pt1, pt 1, . . ., pt4, pt 4}, in
each pattern, relative to the homogeneous susceptible ﬁeld, pt0. A
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Table 2
Planting patterns of susceptible (S) and resistant (R) varieties tested using the simulation model and the deceleration they produce of the spread of disease driven either by
short-distance (SDD) or stratiﬁed dispersal (SDD + LDD). Susceptible host units are shown in black, and resistant host units in white. Mean deceleration values are given for
each pattern, 95% CI values are shown in parenthesis. Deceleration is expressed as the percentage reduction of the disease spread observed compared to that in a simulated
homogeneous susceptible crop pt0 (see text for the details).
Symbol

Pattern

S:R

Description

Deceleration (%)
SDD

SDD + LDD

pt1
pt 1

1:1
1:3

Random mixture of susceptible and resistant varieties.

21
47

26.67 (26.66, 26.69)
52.32 (52.3, 52.34)

pt2
pt 2

1:1
1:3

Narrow alternating rows of susceptible and resistant varieties.

18
36

21.06 (21.05, 21.08)
23.28 (23.26, 23.3)

pt3
pt 3

1:1
1:3

Wide alternating rows of susceptible and resistant varieties.

14
45

4.33 (4.32, 4.34)
8.81 (8.79, 8.84)

pt4
pt 4

1:1
1:3

Individual blocks of a susceptible variety scattered among resistant individuals.

19
28

typical scenario of the stratiﬁed disease dispersal over pt0, generated by the full model with the estimated parameter set (Table 1)
is illustrated in Fig. 3. The emergence of secondary foci accelerates
80% = 62 (d).
epidemic spread up to Tpt0
Table 2 summarizes the results of numerical simulations of
the effects of spatial patterning of varietal mixtures on epidemic
dynamics with short-distance and stratiﬁed dispersal. For an epidemic driven only by diffusive, short-distance dispersal (Table 2,
SDD column), the pattern with the greatest slowing is a random
1:3 mixture (pt 1), which can lead to 47% spread deceleration compared to the purely homogeneous susceptible pattern (pt0). The
random pattern (pt1) is the most effective for 1:1 mixtures, resulting in a 21% deceleration of spread. The effects of 1:1 remote
blocks and frequent narrow rows (pt4, pt2) on pathogen spread
are similar to that of the random pattern (pt1), 19% and 18%
deceleration, respectively. Wide and distant rows of pt3 are the
least effective of all 1:1 mixtures, leading to only 14% deceleration. However, in 1:3 mixtures the decelerating effect of wide
rows (pt 3) is similar to the random pattern (pt 1), 45% and 47%,
followed by narrow rows (pt 2), 36%. Remote blocks of a 1:3 mixture (pt 4) are the least effective 1:3 mixtures, producing only
28% deceleration.
For stratiﬁed invasion with long-distance dispersal (Table 2,
SDD + LDD column), we found that the most efﬁcient pattern is

Fig. 3. Stratiﬁed dispersal of infectives I(x, t) over a homogenous susceptible ﬁeld
pt0. Contour lines depict secondary foci generated by long-distance spore dispersal
from a source unit. Parameter values are presented in Table 1.

28.36 (28.34, 28.38)
62.33 (62.31, 62.36)

remote blocks (pt4, pt 4). In 1:1 mixture the deceleration effect of
the remote blocks (pt4) could reach 28.36%, while in 1:3 mixtures
(pt 4) they lead to 62.33%. Random patterns (pt1, pt 1) also signiﬁcantly reduce the epidemic spread rate, about 26.67% for a 1:1
mixture, and 52.32% for a 1:3 mixture. Interestingly, 1:1 and 1:3
frequent narrow rows (pt3, pt 3) are almost equally effective, with
21.06–23.28% deceleration of spread. Wide and distant rows of patterns pt2 and pt 2 are ineffective in preventing the epidemic spread,
as these patterns result in only 4.33% and 8.81% deceleration.
The comparison of SDD and stratiﬁed dispersal (Table 2, SDD and
SDD + LDD columns) reveals that random mixtures (pt1, pt 1) are
most effective against SDD, and fairly effective against an epidemic
with a dual dispersal mechanism. Patterns with remote blocks (pt4,
pt 4) are the best strategies for controlling stratiﬁed dispersal, but
are much less effective against SDD. Frequent alternating rows (pt2,
pt 2) have a moderate decelerating effect on both short- and longdistance dispersal. In the case of 1:3 mixtures, frequent alternating
rows (pt 2) are a bit more effective in the context of short-distance
dispersal than in that of disease spread by a dual dispersal mechanism. Wide, distant alternating rows (pt3, pt 3) are more effective
against SDD than against stratiﬁed dispersal, especially when rareﬁed in space (pt 3).

4. Discussion
We have examined the effects of spatial patterning of a varietal mixture on the airborne fungal disease dynamics driven by
stratiﬁed dispersal. We built a spatially explicit model of the epidemic with a dual dispersal mechanism, involving both short- and
long-distance dispersal, and parameterized it for the faba bean rust,
to show that the pathogen’s mode of dispersal considerably inﬂuences the efﬁcacy of cultivar mixtures. Comparative analysis of the
impact of cultivar mixtures on short-distance and stratiﬁed dispersal showed that the mixtures effective against stratiﬁed dispersal
differed from those that are effective against short-distance dispersal. Our work demonstrates that the spatial arrangement of the
mixture components in both agro-ecosystems and forestry has to
accord with the modes of pathogen dispersal if the efﬁcacy of crop
diversiﬁcation is to be maximized.
Our combined modelling approach presents a reasonably good
ﬁt to observed data on the spread of faba bean rust (Sache and
Zadoks, 1996). The generality and simplicity of the proposed model
means that it can be applied to the management of resourcemediated invasions by other airborne fungi, e.g., cereal rusts, apple
scab, powdery mildew or potato late blight. The key problem is
including spatial heterogeneity in a way that allows relatively
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general conclusions to be drawn. This explains why so few epidemiological and invasion models include spatial structures. In
this study we tried to solve this problem by a combined approach
incorporating sufﬁcient spatial realism and simplicity into the
model to allow its parameterization for a real pathosystem. The
model constructed for short-distance dispersal assumes that the
pathogen population spreads like a wave travelling at constant
velocity, which was once used as a paradigm in spatial plant disease epidemiology (Zadoks and Vandenbosch, 1994). Subsequent
theoretical and experimental developments, however, have shown
that the velocity of the wave consistently increases linearly with
distance and exponentially with time (Shaw, 1995; Scherm, 1996;
Cowger et al., 2005; Mundt et al., 2009). Coupling a diffusion model
with a stochastic long-distance algorithm allows us to account for
the impact of accelerating disease dispersal on the host–pathogen
dynamics.
Carrying out simulations with realistic parameter values, we
demonstrate that a smooth regular epidemic front caused by shortdistance spore dispersal can be slowed by mixtures with markedly
irregular structures, i.e., random patterns. Previous theoretical
studies have shown that a threshold proportion of randomly protected sites can stop the fungal invasion of a susceptible population
(Otten et al., 2004). Consistently with previous ﬁndings, randomization leading to highly irregular patterns is likely to be a key factor in
determining the efﬁcacy of cultivar mixtures against fungal disease
spread by short-distance dispersal (Mundt et al., 1996). The effect
of the spatial arrangement of susceptible and resistant varieties on
the rate of spread of a disease is more pronounced in 1:3 mixtures.
The increase in homogeneous surface in 1:3 mixtures results in the
progressive loss of effectiveness. Our model shows that the transition from random patterning to remote homogeneous blocks can
lead to a 40% loss of effectiveness. Alternating rows leads to 36%
deceleration, whereas a random pattern results in 47% deceleration. Although random mixtures reportedly provide better disease
control than alternating rows (Mundt and Leonard, 1985; Mundt,
2002; Didelot et al., 2007; Sapoukhina et al., 2009), row mixtures
are easier to put into practice, and can be sufﬁciently effective for
use in disease suppression at larger scales (Zhu et al., 2000). The
efﬁciency of the row patterns can be improved if row width and
the distance between rows are chosen rationally. Numerical simulations show that wide distant rows of a 1:3 mixture can be more
effective than narrow rows in decelerating short-distance disease
dispersal.
Our simulations predict that to combat stratiﬁed dispersal effectively, irregular patterns should be discontinuous and include a
certain minimum distance between susceptible patches, decreasing the probability of infection by long-distance spore dispersal.
This explains the good performance of patchy 1:3 mixtures, such
as random and remote blocks, where the distance between susceptible patches is increased by the high proportion of resistant
cultivars, which occupy 75% of the total surface. The failure of wide
distant rows to control pathogen spread can be explained by the
fact that the distance between the rows does not compensate for
the continuity of the wide susceptible surface, which increases the
probability of infection as a result of long-distance spore dispersal.
We found that reducing the distance between susceptible patches
in 1:1 mixtures reduced the effectiveness of the mixture in the
context of stratiﬁed dispersal. Our results therefore show that in
stratiﬁed dispersal, synergism between within-patch fragmentation and between-patch distance can improve the effectiveness
of airborne plant disease management. This conclusion is consistent with the ﬁndings of multi-scale modelling of potato late blight
epidemics. Skelsey (2008) demonstrated that to ensure effective
suppression of late blight invasions, the ﬁne-grain random distribution of potato ﬁelds should be coupled with within-ﬁeld random
varietal mixtures.
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Combining a diffusion model for short-distance disease dispersal and a stochastic algorithm for long-distance dispersal allowed
us to study the effects of spatial patterning of crop ﬁelds on disease
dynamics driven by short-distance or stratiﬁed spore dispersal. We
have shown that the spatial arrangement of the components of the
varietal mixture has to accord with the mode of disease dispersal. Since our model is applicable to a broad range of spatial scales,
it can be used to design suitable strategies for the geographical
deployment of resistant cultivars and other sources of irregularity
that could help to prevent the emergence and spread of disease.
In the context of low input agriculture, it can be applied in to
the management of pathogen invasion by intercropping and cultivar mixtures, and to the design of sustainable systems of land
use. The reaction-diffusion model of continuous disease spread
at constant speed could be used in the broader context of fungal
invasions (Desprez-Loustau et al., 2007). We believe that the proposed modelling framework provides a way of applying theoretical
investigations to solving practical problems in the management of
airborne fungal disease in agro-ecosystems and forestry.
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